F150 factory subwoofer

Call Us Call Us. We price match! Call ! Part : SFSC Put me on the Waiting List. Write a Review.
Reviews Sorting most helpful to least helpful high to low rating low to high rating newest to
oldest oldest to newest. Purchased the Kicker sub package with the vehicle. I was a little
optimistic at first not knowing how the sub would sound with the factory head unit. After some
equalizer set up, I was more than pleasantly surprised with the sound quality. Definately a must
for the sound enthusiast wanting a much more fuller sound. The unit is neatly tucked away
behind the rear driver side seat and doesn't impede with room. Now it's time to upgrade the
factory Ford speakers to complete the sound. Did you find this helpful? Installed this system
about a month ago and am very happy with its performance! A great addition to the factory
set-up. Installation took me a little more than 4 hours. Instructions were straight forward. The
work under the steering wheel was a pain in the neck but well worth the effort! I was especially
impressed with the look of the installation. The sub assembly fits perfect behind the rear seat
back. Well worth the time and money! Thanks Kicker and Stage 3! Took me just under two hours
mechanically competent enough to be dangerous. The instructions included leave a bit to be
desired but definitely use them for the wiring part as colors on the video posted are different on
the '18 and the hookup is slightly different in location. The video was a nice help for those that
are visual beyond a grainy black and white photo and nice to have for some of the removal of
trim. The sub itself is amazing. This fills in the gaping hole that is missing from the stock Ford
stereo, this is how the truck should sound from the factory. Cranked up on the EQ it will
definitely hit pretty well for a small package but will not rattle your windows or wake the
neighbors. Love it even on songs that aren't bass heavy, just fills out the sound perfect. Highly
recommended. Awesome addition to my truck but There is one catch to the install directions
that folks should know because it is not anywhere on the web. Once I figured that out, the
project was very easy. Took me about three hours. If I had known about the location of the
speaker wires, I would say it can be done in an hour and a half with no beer breaks. Nice
upgrade. Took longer to install than I assumed, but the biggest pain was tapping the 2 speaker
wires. My truck only had about 2 of the wire bundle showing and they were so tight I could
barely seperate them to look at colors, let alone tap them. Ended up taking the harness off the
truck and then could get at them better. First ones I tapped didn't work, then tried another and it
worked. Don't seat the harnesses onto the unit until it is in place - they do not come off and I
snapped both tabs trying to get them off. Knew I shouldn't have done it at the time, but wanted
to see how they route when clipped into the bracket. Run your cable first, get the unit in the
truck before bolting down , connect the harnesses and then attach to the bracket. Once
installed it does sound very nice. Good bass sound, but this is certainly not going to rock the
block. If you want big sound - go elsewhere. But this does definately round out the stock radio
and I believe I will be happy with it. Sound a little better than the Sony Sub. I had a Platinum with
the 10 Kicker Substage, it hit a lot harder than the 8 now. I even hook it up first before I ordered
this one. You cant secure it with out drilling holes in the floor. The goes right behind the seat
with some work just like factory. Just wish it hit harder. Awesome upgrade. I have the Sony
premium sound package and the base wasn't that great. This install added in that missing base.
I am very pleased with the total sound quality now. I just drilled 2 new holes and secured it. It
took about 1. This was well worth the money. Simple install I have no audio install experience
and did in in 1. You can definitely tell it's not a 10 , but still a great improvement over the stock
sub. I'd buy it again. Install was super easy 1 hr. I'm impress for a 8 sub! But why I'm giving this
4 stars My truck came with the base audio system that does include the center dash speaker but
no subwoofer at all. This was an incredibly simple install that took me less than 90 minutes from
start to finish. The results are impressive! I didn't want something that was going to rattle the
truck panels but do enjoy a nice low hit to my music and this fit the bill perfectly! This system is
a nice upgrade from the factor Sony sub. While it's not a thumper, it does do a very nice job off
filling in the bottom end. The big thing about this is the independent amp that powers the sub
only. The factory Sony amp has to pull double duty and power both the door speakers and the
sub. With this upgrade, the Sony amp, only has to power my upgraded Pioneer speakers which
now sound a lot fuller. Of note, with a 5. Because of that, I had to split the harness to allow the
connector from the wiring harness that connects to the sub wires behind the b-pillar to reach
behind the b-pillar. Also, the connector that attaches to the quick connectors, which attach to
the factor sub wires, wasn't included but were quickly shipped to me from Kicker. Finally, I had
to adjust the top mounting bracket on the sub so it would line up with the two holes on the back
wall of the truck because the carpet was keeping the sub from getting low enough to mount.
The installation instructions and video were well done. Overall installation was straight forward.
The sound improvement is significant. Well worth it! A I also installed JL speakers from another
source since the has depth issues that prevent the kicker speakers offered here from working. I
love my truck, but have always had to upgrade my ford systems to get quality sound. Kicker has

done a great job with this product. Received the item within two days from Arizona to California.
Had the installation done in just over an hour after taking it out of the box. Real easy install.
Probably the most difficult part of the installation was pulling the power wire through the rubber
grommets between the engine firewall and the inside of the cab. What a difference in sound
quality. Highly recommend! Thanks Stage3Motorsports for continuing to offer great products
and customer service. Install less than 2 hours. Instructions are great, especially for where to
cut out carpet for bolts. The system itself leaves a bit to be desired, it really can't achieve low
ends very well. That said no space is lost, which was the goal. This isn't anything new based on
other reviews just know you're not getting a thumper out of this, but it will add nice bass. Pros:
pretty much plug and play, no space lost, decent bass, idt it voids warranty since Ford
approved? I hope at least. Cons: Overpriced for sound quality. I'm pleased with the results of
the speaker upgrade and the price point on this kit. The metra kits allowed my to self tap screw
into them with stock screws and not use what was provided in the Kicker speaker boxes. All in
all, the installation was simple, I hard wired the speakers using poke and wrap after figuring out
polarity from a youtube video. Super simple to install if you have ever done anything like this
before. Overall sound quality IS better than my stock Sony speakers. I would say from a Bquality stock to an A. I am a bit disappointed in the thump but the tones are good enough for me
at my age; and I didn't have high expectations on an 8 sub. Been looking at this upgrade for
some time. Finally went ahead, and happy I did which I new it would, specially I did not have any
subwoofer to start. As mentioned by many, just the right amount of bass, good quality, really
fills the missing gap. In the instruction, use the manual that comes with it. Pretty clear, took me
2 hrs. The video is for the upgrade of the Sony system, not exactly similar location of the 2
wires to get signal from under dash not the door seal cover. Relatively easy installation. Had to
call support to clarify wiring to connect to subwoofer. Product is excellent and very happy with
it. Would recommend highly. I Just installed this system 3 weeks ago. It took me about 4 hours.
The toughest part was getting the wire through the firewall. The sound is really nice. I was not
getting a good connection and the sound would go in and out. I spliced into the factory wires
and what a difference! Well worth the money. Good upgrade for your F The sub installed
amazingly well. Oh, except for one thing: The 2nd row seat brace jammed against the subwoofer
when installed, preventing the seat from locking back to the upright position. I chose to loosen
the bolt. The dimensions of the mounting were off just a bit creating this jam. My guess is often
times it works fine. Frankly the slight mod that I had to do was not a big deal. Most guys would
probably choose to grind - I just didn't happen to have a grinder handy on the day I installed the
sub. The sub itself makes my base speaker system pretty good, so I'm happy overall. Works like
it is supposed to and sounds great. Definitely added what my truck was missing and installation
was easy. Item is just as described. A drop in subwoofer with amp that hooks up directly to the
Sony stereo system. You do have to keep the old amp hooked up to the rest of the speakers to
work. Throw out the old stock song subwoofer and just remount the old amp underneath the
seat. Much needed upgrade. Two thumbs up! Well packaged item, with an easy, straightforward
install. The sound quality is surprising from such a small sub. Looks like an OEM item, I would
definitely buy again. I had issues finding the speaker wires that I needed to tap into. Found them
on the side railing. Sounds good. Easy straight forward install, it took me about hour or so to
install it and I love everyday more and more. I bought this reading other reviews hoping to
improve the sound of my Sony system. If you have one then you know the bass is lacking. My
sounded better. The install is pretty straight forward. I ended up installing the factory amp
without cutting up the plastic under my seat. As far as the sound it is a definite upgrade to the
Sony sub BUT just as I think I have the basic EQ se and it sounds great a different sing comes
on and the bass gets all washed out. I'm currently in the middle of my bass setting and listen to
music in the 14 to 18 volume level. So it's only getting 4 stars bc I cant seem to find a setting
that keeps the sub happy. Produces good bass for my crew cab. I purchased this subwoofer
when it was on sale. Pros: fits nicely Package come with everything Cons: Not really worth the
full price. This system added a good amount of base to the vehicle. The fit was exact, and
functioned as designed. Have Questions? Will this system work with this package? As long as
your truck is not equipped with a Sony Sound System or an optional upgraded Kicker
subwoofer from the factory, then this kit will fit your truck. Was this answer helpful? Submit an
answer. There is no loss of floor space when the seats are folded up? That's my understanding
of the kit, and also why this version fits both SuperCab and SuperCrew trucks, rather than
having separate part numbers for each. Here's a link to Kicker's instructions, if you want to
verify. PFSC15 is Kicker's PowerStage System and includes all the same components as the
SubStage kit, but also comes with an additional watt amplifier for your truck's door speakers, as
well as all it's required wiring and bracketry. I was told that this may not work with The Fs with
ecoboost. Is this correct? I have the 3. This kit fits and functions fine on the F EcoBoosts. There

was an issue with early kits not working properly on trucks with the Sony System, but Kicker
updated the kit, and it's now compatible with both Sony System and base audio systems. This
particular kit will work with all head unit options, unlike the higher-priced PowerStage system.
Very interested in this replacement so any information on it will be great. Other than that, the
SubStage kit should work just fine. I have had multiple emails with kicker and they assure me
this will work in my lariat with Sony system. All I need to do beyond a normal install is pull
sound from my front speakers. Are they wrong? I ordered this from you based on kickers
emails. I can forward you the email chain if you like. According to Kicker, they are now including
a relocation bracket with their SubStage systems that moves the Sony door speaker amp from
the Sony enclosure, which allows the SubStage kit to work with Fs equipped with the Sony
System. This kit will now work with your truck. Can you post or email me the installations? How
does the second amp the kicker sub amp install with the Sony door amp? Updated instructions
for this kit are located right here. Basically, Kicker includes a relocation bracket that lets you
install the Sony door speaker amp near the Kicker SubStage unit while allowing the Sony Door
Speaker Wiring to still connect to the Sony amp. Would you publish the install instructions so I
can figure out if I can do this myself? Updated instructions are located right here. Will this work
in my ford f with Sony system As long as your truck is a SuperCrew or SuperCab, this kit will
work. Reward Points. Mailing List. Email Address GO. The email you entered isn't valid. You
subscribed successfully. You're unsubscribed. Categories F 3. Mini Cart 0 Items. Search
Search. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought
this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your inexpensive replacement
option for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs. When you select a genuine OEM part you can rely on the high quality and effectiveness of the product and brand without having to
guess if the product will work in sequence with your vehicle. Protecting your investment is
important and choosing the right parts can be challenging. Stick with what you know and
choose a genuine OEM part. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 5 - Fastest delivery:
March 2 - 5. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction
is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Brand: Ford.
About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List.
These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. FREE Shipping.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Featured items you may like. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? What other items
do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Installed in 20 minutes then
activated it myself using an OBD link and Forscan software. This sub really filled out the sound
of my stock system non Sony F Crew cab. It actually hits pretty hard with certain music and
vibrates the rear view mirror at times. As a dad who wants a stock look but enjoys upgraded
sound, I am thrilled with how this performs. Highly recommended!! I think Kicker and Ford
designed preset waveforms to match whatever output the Sync system is using. I did not want
to use Forscan to set codes as I was concerned about making a mistake and any warranty
issues. There is a YouTube video to that shows how to connect the wiring harness, and you can
go to Kicker VSS to see where the locations are to cut the carpet. It is not the exact same model
subwoofer, but the carpet cuts are very similar. Afterthought, I went to two different dealers to
ask them about turning on the subwoofer, and both of them Service Advisors had deer in the
head lights kind of look. Hence, I copied the instructions off the box so they could access the
online instructions. Easy install, enabled the sub-woofer myself with Forscan. Pleased with the
speaker it definitely fills the truck with low end base Right about a month after installing Update
- The sub-woofer started working again, after speaking with customer service, it has a two year
warranty and they said I can leave it alone since it is working and if it ever happens again they'll
be happy to replace it with in the warranty time frame. I decided to let it go for now since it is
working just fine and I didnt feel like removing it and re-installing the new one. Customer
service was willing to work with me either way I decided and I think that was Great!! Yes great
customer service. One person found this helpful. Perfect addition to stock sound system.
Definitely the best boom for buck you can achieve without losing any cabin space. If you are ok
with cutting up a bit of carpet to reach the mounting points and comfortable with using Forscan

to make the necessary changes to enable to subwoofer you will not regret this purchase. It
arrived wrapped in a black trash bag. Had a appointment to get it installed with a full sound
system a month out. Found out when I brought it to the installer that it wouldn't work with my
truck. Contacted the seller and they would not work with me to return it. Nice factory product at
a much cheaper price. Install was simple and clean in my truck. Highly recommended if you
want a factory sub. If you can't install this in less than 30 minutes, you shouldn't work on
trucks. See all reviews. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
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bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. It includes big-bass subwoofers in a small space, high-efficiency, low
power-draw amplifiers, a unique sound signature from multi-channel amps with DSP, and all in
factory mounting locations with no modifications. Skip to main content. Consider these
available items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock.
Visit the Kicker Store. About this item No cutting, mounting directly to factory locations
Cosmetically, original factory look Computer-optimized, bit digital signal processing tuned
specifically for your vehicle Minimum impact on your vehicle's charging system 3-year warranty
parts and labor when installed by an Authorized KICKER Dealer. Customers who viewed this
item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who
bought this item also bought. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. Product information
Product Dimensions 28 x Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. Hits hard! Verified Purchase. I'd been wanting to buy this for
years and finally pulled the trigger. I put MT tires on my truck, so with the road noise my base
got drowned out on the highway with the factory premium Sony system. First of all, I read many
reviews on other sites so I knew what I was getting as far as bass quality. It's plenty loud and
has a VERY hard hitting sound. It's not super deep, but does the trick when listening to rap.
Typical 10" sub sound. I would highly recommend this sub, but expect to scratch your head at
the instructions! It took me a little over an hour to install. This upgrade to my F Platinum is way
beyond expectation. Easy to install and sounds great. Would definitely recommend this
upgrade, recommended to a friend at work already. The wire harness does not match up to the
wires provided. One person found this helpful. Very impressed with the sound. Muchore bass
than I ever expected. Only thing I had an "issue" with was the capture nuts that go in the holes
in the floor. I just put nuts and bolts on the front 2 and a self tapper on the rear. Best quality
subwoofer kit I have ever seen. Very well thought out and high quality components. Connecters,
clips and the harnesses are better made than most oem. Best product I've bought in years.
Awesome upgrade to the Sony system with 8"sub in my ford f raptor Install was pretty easy,
hardest part was passing wires through the grommet in the firewall Definitely what the factory
system was missing! The review above that said it hits 4 tiles harder than the Sony sup is very
accurate Not one complaint! Images in this review. Yes this works just unplug the factory sub
hide the wires. Then run the supplied harness to battery and tap into rh speaker and done. Did it
in about an hour. See all reviews. Exclusive items from our brands. Pag
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